Instructions For Filling The OMR Sheet
1. Instructions For Marking
a) Use black or blue ball point pens, and avoid gel pens and fountain pens for filling the sheets.
b) Darken the bubbles completely. Don't put a tick mark or a cross mark where it is specified that you
fill the bubbles completely. Half-filled or over-filled bubbles will not be read by the software.

c) Never use pencils to mark your answers.
d) Never use whiteners to rectify filling errors as they may disrupt the scanning and evaluation
process.
e) Writing on the OMR Sheet is permitted on the specified area only and even small mark on other
than specified area may create problem during the Evaluation.
f) Do not fold the OMR Sheet.
g) Multiple markings will be treated as invalid.

2. Student’s Name:
a) Please write in Block letters and write one character in a box.
b) Write your name ass per School Records (Leave Space between First Name, Middle Name and Last
Name)

3. PRMO Roll No.
a) Write the PRMO Roll no.
Which is mentioned in your
PRMO Hall ticket.
b) If the PRMO Roll Number is
not mentioned in your Answer
sheet, it will not be evaluated.

4. Pin code of student’s School
a) Write and shade the pin code of the
school where you are studying

5. Date Of Birth
a) Write and Shade the Date of Birth
according to your school records
b) Date of birth should be in the format
of DD/MM/YYYY

7. Standard
a) Write and shade the Standard which your
studying

8. School You Belong To
a) If you are studying in Kendriya Vidyalaya,
shade ‘KV’
b) If you are studying in Jawahar Navodaya
Vidyalaya, shade ‘JNV’
c) If you do not belong to ‘KV’ or ‘JNV’,
Shade Others

9. Gender
a) Shade your Gender accordingly

10. Answers
a) Answers will always be of two digits
b) If the answer is of single digit, Prefix it with zero (Ex: If the answer is 7 you have to shade as 07 )
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